<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ಸೂಚನೆ</th>
<th>ಪ್ರತಿವೇಧಾಮುಖೀ ಸೂಚಿ</th>
<th>ದಿನಾಂಕ</th>
<th>ಮೂಲಕ</th>
<th>ಪ್ರತಿಪಾದಿಸಲ್ಪಟ್ಟಿ</th>
<th>ಪ್ರತಿಪಾದಿಸಲ್ಪಟ್ಟಿಯ ಹೆಸರು</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>ಡಿಬ್ಬರ್ ತಾಂತ್ರಿಕ</td>
<td>ಅಕ್ಷರPEED</td>
<td>4 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ</td>
<td>4 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ (ಬಾಯಿಂದಿರುವ)</td>
<td>29 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆಯ ಅಕ್ಷರPEE, 4000 ರೂಣಗಳ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>ಡಿಬ್ಬರ್ ತಾಂತ್ರಿಕ</td>
<td>ಅಕ್ಷರPEED</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ (ಬಾಯಿಂದಿರುವ)</td>
<td>22 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆಯ ಅಕ್ಷರPEE, 2000 ರೂಣಗಳ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>ಡಿಬ್ಬರ್ ತಾಂತ್ರಿಕ</td>
<td>ಅಕ್ಷರPEED</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ (ಬಾಯಿಂದಿರುವ)</td>
<td>18 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆಯ ಅಕ್ಷರPEE, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>ಡಿಬ್ಬರ್ ತಾಂತ್ರಿಕ</td>
<td>ಅಕ್ಷರPEED</td>
<td>2 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ</td>
<td>2 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ (ಬಾಯಿಂದಿರುವ)</td>
<td>26 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆಯ ಅಕ್ಷರPEE, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>ಡಿಬ್ಬರ್ ತಾಂತ್ರಿಕ</td>
<td>ಅಕ್ಷರPEED</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ (ಬಾಯಿಂದಿರುವ)</td>
<td>04-05-2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>ಡಿಬ್ಬರ್ ತಾಂತ್ರಿಕ</td>
<td>ಅಕ್ಷರPEED</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ (ಬಾಯಿಂದಿರುವ)</td>
<td>06 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>ಡಿಬ್ಬರ್ ತಾಂತ್ರಿಕ</td>
<td>ಅಕ್ಷರPEED</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ (ಬಾಯಿಂದಿರುವ)</td>
<td>04-10-2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>ಡಿಬ್ಬರ್ ತಾಂತ್ರಿಕ</td>
<td>ಅಕ್ಷರPEED</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ</td>
<td>1 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ (ಬಾಯಿಂದಿರುವ)</td>
<td>06 ಜಿಲ್ಲೆ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ಮೇಲೆ ಆಧ್ಯಾತ್ಮಿಕ ಸಮುದಾಯದ ಸಂವಾರವಾದ

ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲು

ಹಿಂದುಸ್ತಾನ್ಯ : ಅಕ್ಟೋಬರ್ 4 ರಿಂದ 2002, ರಾಜಧಾನಿಯ, ಜುಲೈ 29 ರಿಂದ ಜುಲೈ 2002


(1) ಈ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳು ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಸಂವಾರಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ ವಿಷಯಗಳನ್ನು ಪರಿವರ್ತಿಸುವ ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಹಾಗ ಇತರ ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ವಿಷಯಗಳನ್ನು ಪರಿವರ್ತಿಸುವ ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಸಂವಾರಿಸಿದರು.

(2) ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲು, ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳು ಸಂವಾರಿಸಿದೆ ಉದ್ದೇಶಗಳನ್ನು ಸಂದರ್ಶಿಸಿ, ಸಂವಾರಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ ವಿಷಯಗಳನ್ನು ಪರಿವರ್ತಿಸಿದರು. ಈ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳು ಪರಿವರ್ತಿಸಿದರು, ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ತಮ್ಮ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳಿಗೆ ಹಾಗ ಇತರ ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳಿಗೆ ಸಹಾಯ ಮಾಡಿದರು.

(3) ಈ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳು ಸಂವಾರವಾದ, ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳು ಈ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳ ಜೊತೆಗೆ ಪರಿವರ್ತಿಸಿದ ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಹಾಗ ಇತರ ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳ ಸಂವಾರವಾದ, ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳಿಗೆ ಹಾಗ ಇತರ ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳಿಗೆ ಸಹಾಯ ಮಾಡಿದರು.

(4) ಈ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳು ಪರಿವರ್ತಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ ವಿಷಯಗಳು ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಸಂವಾರವಾದ ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳಿಗೆ ಹಾಗ ಇತರ ಮಹಾಭಾರತದ ಆರೂರ್ಹಾಲುಗಳಿಗೆ ಸಹಾಯ ಮಾಡಿದರು.
(5) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ ಮತ್ತು ಮಿತ್ರ ಬೀಬಿಯು ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಕೊನೆಗೆ, ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(6) ಕೈಗಾರಿಕರಾದ ವಿದ್ರೋಹಗಳು, ಕೊನೆಗೆ ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಕೊನೆಗೆ, ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(7) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಕೊನೆಗೆ, ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(8) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಕೊನೆಗೆ, ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(9) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಕೊನೆಗೆ, ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(10) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಕೊನೆಗೆ, ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(11) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ. ಮೂಲಾಂಕದ ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(12) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(13) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(14) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(15) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(16) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.

(17) ಸಂಬಾದಿತವಾಗಿರುವ ವೇತನ ಚಿತ್ರಕಲೆಯು ಹೆಸರು ತಮ್ಮ ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಬಯಲಾಗಿದೆ.
(18) ಆದ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸವಾಗಿದ್ದು ತನ್ನಗೆ ಮೀಸುವುದು ಅನುಪಯುಕ್ತ, ತುಮನು ಸ್ಕೇಪ್‌ಸಿಗಿಸಿದ್ದುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಬೇರಿನ ರೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲಕ ಅಂದಾಜು ಕಲ್ಪಿಸಲಾಗಿಲ್ಲ. 

(19) ಭಾರತದ ನಿರ್ದೇಶಾಂತರ ರಾಷ್ಟ್ರೀಯ ನಿರ್ದೇಶಿಸುವುದು. 

(20) ಆದ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸವಾಗಿದ್ದು ತನ್ನಗೆ ಮೀಸುವುದು ಅನುಪಯುಕ್ತ, ತುಮನು ಸ್ಕೇಪ್‌ಸಿಗಿಸಿದ್ದುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಬೇರಿನ ರೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲಕ ಅಂದಾಜು ಕಲ್ಪಿಸಲಾಗಿಲ್ಲ. 

(21) ಆದ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸವಾಗಿದ್ದು ತನ್ನಗೆ ಮೀಸುವುದು ಅನುಪಯುಕ್ತ, ತುಮನು ಸ್ಕೇಪ್‌ಸಿಗಿಸಿದ್ದುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಬೇರಿನ ರೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲಕ ಅಂದಾಜು ಕಲ್ಪಿಸಲಾಗಿಲ್ಲ. 

(22) ಆದ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸವಾಗಿದ್ದು ತನ್ನಗೆ ಮೀಸುವುದು ಅನುಪಯುಕ್ತ, ತುಮನು ಸ್ಕೇಪ್‌ಸಿಗಿಸಿದ್ದುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಬೇರಿನ ರೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲಕ ಅಂದಾಜು ಕಲ್ಪಿಸಲಾಗಿಲ್ಲ. 

(23) ಆದ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸವಾಗಿದ್ದು ತನ್ನಗೆ ಮೀಸುವುದು ಅನುಪಯುಕ್ತ, ತುಮನು ಸ್ಕೇಪ್‌ಸಿಗಿಸಿದ್ದುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಬೇರಿನ ರೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲಕ ಅಂದಾಜು ಕಲ್ಪಿಸಲಾಗಿಲ್ಲ. 

(24) ಆದ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸವಾಗಿದ್ದು ತನ್ನಗೆ ಮೀಸುವುದು ಅನುಪಯುಕ್ತ, ತುಮನು ಸ್ಕೇಪ್‌ಸಿಗಿಸಿದ್ದುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಬೇರಿನ ರೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲಕ ಅಂದಾಜು ಕಲ್ಪಿಸಲಾಗಿಲ್ಲ. 

(25) ಆದ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸವಾಗಿದ್ದು ತನ್ನಗೆ ಮೀಸುವುದು ಅನುಪಯುಕ್ತ, ತುಮನು ಸ್ಕೇಪ್‌ಸಿಗಿಸಿದ್ದುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಬೇರಿನ ರೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲಕ ಅಂದಾಜು ಕಲ್ಪಿಸಲಾಗಿಲ್ಲ. 

(26) ಆದ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸವಾಗಿದ್ದು ತನ್ನಗೆ ಮೀಸುವುದು ಅನುಪಯುಕ್ತ, ತುಮನು ಸ್ಕೇಪ್‌ಸಿಗಿಸಿದ್ದುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಬೇರಿನ ರೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲಕ ಅಂದಾಜು ಕಲ್ಪಿಸಲಾಗಿಲ್ಲ. 

(27) ಆದ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸವಾಗಿದ್ದು ತನ್ನಗೆ ಮೀಸುವುದು ಅನುಪಯುಕ್ತ, ತುಮನು ಸ್ಕೇಪ್‌ಸಿಗಿಸಿದ್ದುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಬೇರಿನ ರೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲಕ ಅಂದಾಜು ಕಲ್ಪಿಸಲಾಗಿಲ್ಲ. 

(28) ಆದ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸವಾಗಿದ್ದು ತನ್ನಗೆ ಮೀಸುವುದು ಅನುಪಯುಕ್ತ, ತುಮನು ಸ್ಕೇಪ್‌ಸಿಗಿಸಿದ್ದುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಬೇರಿನ ರೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲಕ ಅಂದಾಜು ಕಲ್ಪಿಸಲಾಗಿಲ್ಲ.
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సంవత్సరం: అక్టోబరు 04 సంవత్సరం 2002

చిహ్నాలు: సందర్భం లేదా తరఫలో సందర్భం

ప్రత్యేకంగా, మే 22 తినిం 2003

మార్కాండెం పాత్ర పాలనలు (సొకంటిని సంఖ్యలు వివరించాలి)

ప్రత్యేకంగా, 2000 - ఎల్లా మార్కాండెం పాలనలు

ప్రత్యేకంగా, 29-08-2002 న నిర్వహణ సంవత్సరం: మే 04 సంవత్సరం 2002

మార్కాండెం పాత్ర పాలనలు (సొకంటిని సంఖ్యలు వివరించాలి)

ప్రత్యేకంగా, 2000 యొక్క మార్కాండెం పాలనలు

ప్రత్యేకంగా, 29-08-2002 న నిర్వహణ సంవత్సరం: మే 04 సంవత్సరం 2002

2. పాత్ర పాలనలు ప్రధాన సంవత్సరం: 22 తినిం 3 తేందులు

పాత్ర పాలనలు సంఖ్యలు వివరించాలి, ప్రత్యేకంగా మార్కాండెం పాలనలు

"సందర్భం సంఖ్యలు వివరించాలి, ప్రత్యేకంగా మార్కాండెం పాలనలు

ప్రత్యేకంగా, 29-08-2002 న నిర్వహణ సంవత్సరం: మే 04 సంవత్సరం 2002

మార్కాండెం పాత్ర పాలనలు (సొకంటిని సంఖ్యలు వివరించాలి)

ప్రత్యేకంగా, 2000 యొక్క మార్కాండెం పాలనలు

ప్రత్యేకంగా, 29-08-2002 న నిర్వహణ సంవత్సరం: మే 04 సంవత్సరం 2002

మార్కాండెం పాత్ర పాలనలు (సొకంటిని సంఖ్యలు వివరించాలి)

ప్రత్యేకంగా, 2000 యొక్క మార్కాండెం పాలనలు

ప్రత్యేకంగా, 29-08-2002 న నిర్వహణ సంవత్సరం: మే 04 సంవత్సరం 2002

మార్కాండెం పాత్ర పాలనలు (సొకంటిని సంఖ్యలు వివరించాలి)

ప్రత్యేకంగా, 2000 యొక్క మార్కాండెం పాలనలు

ప్రత్యేకంగా, 29-08-2002 న నిర్వహణ సంవత్సరం: మే 04 సంవత్సరం 2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>పాత్రపాలన_పాలన సంఖ్యలు</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>పవిత్ర_పాలన</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>పాత్రపాలన</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
25. Provision will be made in the columns of Annual Performance Reports for assessing public servants with regard to their attitude, performance and achievement in abolition of bonded labour system in their jurisdiction.

2. দায়িত্ব মূল্যায়ন (AAR) তথ্য 3922.85 ডলার, মাসঝুক 03-12-2001এর মাধ্যমে অনুমোদন প্রদান করা হয়। তাই মাসঝুক অর্থনীতিগত মাত্রা 6-6-2001মাসে শুরু হওয়া হয়। তাই শুরুতের পরিকল্পিত নিয়মের মাধ্যমে একে সম্পূর্ণরূপে অনুমোদন প্রদান করা হয়।

3. অন্যদিকে, একত্রিত সরকারের অনুমতিতে তালিকার কার্যক্রম দুই দিনের দশক বা পর্যন্ত, তালিকার অনুমতিতে শুরু হওয়া শুরু হয়। তাই তালিকার অনুমতিতে তালিকার অনুমতি দুই দিনের দশকের মাধ্যমে অনুমোদন প্রদান করা হয়।

4. এ নিয়মের মূল্যায়ন কর্মকর্তাদের অমান্যতাকের কারণ জন্য তালিকার অনুমিত মূল্যায়ন কর্মকর্তাদের জন্য অমান্যতার মূল্যায়ন করা হয়।
GOVERNMENT OF KARNATAKA

No. DPAR 06 ACR 97.  Karnataka Government
Secretariat,
Vidhana Soudha,

NOTIFICATION

Whereas the draft of the Karnataka Civil Services (Performance Reports) Rules, 1998 was published as required by clause (a) of sub-section (2) of section 3 read with section 8 of the Karnataka State Civil Services Act, 1978 (Karnataka Act 14 of 1990) in Notification No. DPAR 06 ACR 97 dated 18th January 1999 in Part-IV, section 2 (C) (i) of the Karnataka Gazette Extra Ordinary dated : 25th March, 1999 inviting objections and suggestions from all persons likely to be affected thereby within thirty days from the date of its publication in Official Gazette.

Whereas the said Gazette was made available to the public on 25th March, 1999.

And whereas the objections and suggestions received have been considered.

Now, therefore in exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) of section 3 read with section 8 of the Karnataka State Civil services Act, 1978 (Karnataka Act 14 of 1990), the Government of Karnataka hereby make the following rules, namely :-

RULES

1. Title, commencement and application :- (1) These rules may be called the Karnataka Civil Services (Performance Reports) Rules, 2000.

(2) They shall come into force from the first day of April, 2000.

(3) These rules shall apply to all Government Servants in the State Civil Services except—

(a) members of the All India Services:
(b) members of the Karnataka Judicial Services; and

c) persons holding,—
   (i) posts of Senior Drivers, Drivers; and
   (ii) any of the Group-'D' posts.

2. Definitions :- (1) In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires—

   (a) "Accepting Authority" means the authority who during the period for which, Performance Report is written was immediately superior to the Reviewing Authority;

   (b) "Appointing Authority" means the Appointing Authority as defined in the Karnataka Civil Services (Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules, 1957;

   (c) "Form" means the form as may be specified by the Government from time to time;

   (d) "Government Servant" means the Government servant as defined in the Karnataka Civil Services (General Recruitment) Rules, 1977;

   (e) "Performance Report" means a report written in accordance with the provisions of these rules covering the various aspects set out in the respective forms;

   (f) "Reporting Authority" means the authority, not below the rank of a Gazetted Officer, who during the period for which performance report is written, was immediately superior to the Government servant concerned;

   (g) "Reviewing Authority" means the authority who during the period for which the performance report is written was immediately superior to the Reporting Authority;

   (h) "Self Assessment" means the assessment by the Government servant himself of his work during the year under report bringing out his special achievements, and constraints, if any;

   (i) "Year" means the financial year beginning on the first day of April of a calendar year and ending on thirty-first day of March of the next calendar year;

   (2) Other words and expressions used but not defined in these rules shall have the same meaning as in the Karnataka Civil Services (General Recruitment) Rules, 1977 or any other corresponding rules for the time being in force.

3. Maintenance and custody of Performance Reports file:-

   (1) A Performance Reports file shall be maintained in respect of every Government servant.

   (2) The performance report file shall contain the following documents, namely:

   (a) Confidential Reports and Performance Reports of the Government servant written prior to the commencement of these rules and the performance reports of the Government servant written under these rules;

   (b) Records of letter of appreciation, award, reward or medals, if any, awarded to the Government servant;

   Explanation :- For the purpose of this clause "letter of Appreciation, Award, Reward or Medal" means that which is issued,—

   (i) by the Government or by a Secretary to Government or a Head of Department, as the case may be, to a Government servant.

   (ii) by a Board or a Corporation or a Company or a Committee or a Local authority or any Non-Governmental Organisation and which in the opinion of the Appointing Authority, deserves to be placed in the performance report file;

   (c) Records of any recommendation or order expressing displeasure against the Government servant;

   (d) Copy of the order passed under rule 10;
(e) Copy of orders imposing any of the penalties in a disciplinary proceedings under the Karnataka Civil Services (Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules, 1957 on the Government servant.

(f) Record of any books, articles and other publications brought out by the Government servant or for the publication of which he may be responsible, which has relevance to the civil services, administration or public service.

(3) The Appointing Authority or such other authority as may be specified by the appointing authority in this behalf shall be the custodian of the performance report file.

4. **Initiation and recording of performance report:**

(1) The performance report shall be written in the form specified by the Government from time to time.

(2) The performance report shall be initiated by every Government servant to whom these rules apply by furnishing the personal data and self-assessment, ordinarily within one month of the end of the year.

(3) The fact of having furnished the personal data and self-assessment in time may be intimated to the Appointing Authority under due acknowledgement.

(4) The report, review and acceptance shall be recorded by the concerned authorities in accordance with rules 5, 6 and 7.

5. **Recording of the performance report:**

(1) The Reporting Authority shall record its report in the appropriate part of the relevant form of the performance report and forward it to the Reviewing Authority ordinarily within three months of the end of the year.

Provided that, if the Government servant concerned has not furnished the personal data and self-assessment in the form specified, within the period specified in sub-rule (2) of rule 4, then the Reporting Authority can itself initiate the performance report duly recording the available personal data of the Government servant concerned along with a record of the fact that the Government servant concerned has not furnished the personal data and self-assessment.

(2) (a) Where the Reporting Authority has not seen the performance of the Government servant for at least three months during the year under report, it shall not record its report.

(b) Where the Reporting Authority has not seen and Reviewing Authority has seen the performance of the Government servant for at least three months during the year under the Reviewing Authority shall record the report.

(c) Where the Reviewing Authority has also not seen and the Accepting Authority has seen the performance of the Government servant for at least three months during the year under report, the report shall be recorded by the Accepting Authority.

(d) Where the Reporting the Reviewing or Accepting Authority has not seen the performance of the Government servant for at least three months during the year under report, an entry to that effect shall be made in the report by the Authority concerned.

(3) (a) Where the Reporting Authority, the Reviewing Authority or the Accepting Authority has not been able to write, review or accept the report, as the case may be, due to retirement or any other reason, the procedure prescribed in sub-rule (2) shall, mutatis-mutandis, apply and the entries shall be made accordingly.

(b) Where the Accepting Authority has not been able to accept the performance report for any reason whatsoever, the report as recorded by the Reporting Authority and reviewed by the Reviewing Authority shall be deemed to be a complete report.

(c) Where the Reviewing Authority and the Accepting Authority have not been able to review and accept the report, respectively, for any reason whatsoever, the report as recorded by the Reporting Authority shall be deemed to be a complete report.

(4) The performance report shall also be written at the time when either the Reporting Authority or the Government servant concerned, relinquishes the charge of the post. The performance report shall be forwarded to the Reviewing Authority.
(5) Where the performance report for any portion or portions of the year could not be written due to the period being less than three months, the report if any available for the remaining period of the year shall be deemed to be the performance report for the entire year.

**Explanation-1** :- In cases covered by sub-rule (2) or (3), the record made by any of the authorities or the entries made in accordance with those sub-rules shall be deemed to be a complete report.

**Explanation-2** :- In a case, where the Reviewing Authority or the Accepting Authority, as the case may be, had no occasion to actually see the performance of a Government servant, even though such a Government servant has worked under such an authority for more than three months, it shall make an entry to that effect in the Performance Report.

6. **Review of the performance report** :- The performance report shall be reviewed by the Reviewing Authority and forwarded to the Accepting Authority ordinarily within three months from the date of its receipt from the Reporting Authority.

Provided that, where the Reviewing Authority differs with the report of the Reporting Authority, it may record its own views along with the reasons for differing with the report of the Reviewing Authority.

Provided further that, where the Reviewing Authority has not seen the performance of the Government servant for atleast three months during the year under report, it shall not review the performance report but shall make an entry to that effect.

7. **Acceptance of performance report** :- The performance report shall be accepted with such modifications as may be considered necessary by the Accepting Authority ordinarily within three months of its receipt from the Reviewing Authority.

Provided that, where the Accepting Authority differs with the report of the Reporting Authority or Reviewing Authority or both, it may record the reasons for the same.

Provided further that, where the Accepting Authority has not seen the performance of the Government servant for at least three months during the year under report, it shall not accept the performance report but shall make an entry to that effect.

**Explanation** :-

(1) Where a Government servant is on any kind of leave, continuously for a period of not less than three months, the performance report for the period of his leave need not be written.

(2) Where Government servant is under suspension, the performance report for such period of his suspension need not be written.

8. **Recording by an Authority who demits the office or retires from service** :-

(1) Where the authority concerned is a Minister or any person other than a Government servant he shall not record his report after he demits the office.

(2) Where an officer who is a Reporting Authority or a Reviewing Authority or an Accepting Authority retires at the time when the performance report becomes due, he may be permitted to record his report but he shall not record his report after three months from the date of his retirement.

**Explanation** :- For the purpose of sub-rule (1), a Minister shall not be treated as having demitted the office if he continues to be a Minister with a different portfolio or a Minister with the same or different portfolio in the Council of Ministers reconstituted immediately after the previous Council of Ministers of which he was a member.

9. **Communication of Remarks** :-

(1) Where the Reporting Authority, the Reviewing Authority or the Accepting Authority makes any adverse or advisory remarks in the report, such authority shall make a note indicating whether such remarks are adverse or advisory in nature:

Provided that, where the Reporting Authority or the Reviewing Authority or Accepting Authority fails to so indicate, the question whether a remark recorded is adverse or advisory in nature shall be determined by the Government in respect of the Government servants holding posts in Group ‘A’ and by the Head of the Department in respect of
the Government servants holding posts in Group-'B' and Group-'C'.

(2) All adverse remarks in the report shall be communicated by the Accepting Authority or any other authority empowered by Government in this behalf to the Government servant concerned together with the substance of good points in the report, ordinarily within three months of the completion of report. Similarly, all advisory remarks in the report shall also be communicated to the concerned Government servant for his guidance.

10. **Representation against Adverse Remarks** :—(1) A Government servant to whom adverse remarks are communicated under sub-rule (2) of rule 9 may within a period of forty-five days from the date of receipt of communication submit his representation, if any, against the adverse remarks to the authority immediately superior to the Accepting Authority or to any other superior authority empowered by the Government in this behalf (hereinafter referred to as empowered Authority) through the authority which communicated such remarks under sub-rule (2) of rule 9:

Provided that a representation made after the expiry of the period specified above may be considered if such superior or empowered authority is satisfied that the Government servant had sufficient cause for not submitting the representation in time.

(2) The superior or empowered authority shall consider the representation, if necessary, in consultation with the Reporting or the Reviewing or the Accepting Authority and pass suitable orders thereon. The orders so passed shall be communicated to the Government servant concerned expeditiously. The order of the said authority shall be final.

11. **Removal of difficulties** :— If any difficulty arises in identifying the Reporting or Reviewing or Accepting Authority in respect of a Government servant or for any other reasons, to be recorded in writing if it is so considered necessary, the Appointing Authority may by order, specify the respective authorities.

12. **General** :—(1) The Government may issue such instructions, not inconsistent with the provisions of these rules as it may consider necessary, with regard to the writing and the maintenance of the reports, and the effect of the performance reports on the conditions of service of a Government servant.

(2) If any question arises in relation to the interpretation of these rules it shall be referred to the Government, whose decision thereon shall be final.

13. **Repeal and savings** :— (1) The Karnataka Civil Services (Performance Reports) Rules, 1994 are hereby repealed:

Provided that the said repeal shall not affect the previous operation of the said rules or anything duly done or suffered thereunder or affect any right, liability or obligation acquired, accrued or incurred under the said rules.

(2) Any reference in any rule or order to the rules repealed by sub-rule (1) shall be construed as reference to the corresponding rule in these rules.

(3) Government Orders, Official Memoranda and Circulars issued and which were in force for the purpose of repealed rules, in so far as they are not inconsistent with the provisions of these rules, shall be construed as issued for the purpose of these rules until they are modified or rescinded.

By Order and in the name of the

Governor of Karnataka,

S. Chandrashekarappa

Under Secretary to Government-I.

D.P.A.R. (Service Rules).
"7A. Special Reports:— Notwithstanding anything contrary contained in these rules, where performance reports in respect of an officer are not available for one or more years, the Appointing Authority, if it so desires, for reasons to be recorded in writing, may direct the officer concerned, the Reporting Authority, the Reviewing Authority and the Accepting Authority to prepare and submit within a specified time, a special report for the entire period or for each year for which the report is not written, by following the same procedure specified in rules 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8."

By Order and in the name of the
Governor of Karnataka

Devaraju,
Under Secretary to Government: l (i/c),
Department of Personnel and
Administrative Reforms
(Service Rules).
FORM

FORM OF ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REPORT APPLICABLE TO THE
GOVERNMENT SERVANTS HOLDING ALL POSTS, i.e.,
GROUP 'A', 'B' and 'C', POSTS

(To be recorded in Single/Original only)

Report for the year/period ending

PART - I : PERSONAL DATA

(To be furnished by the Government Servants reported upon)

1. Name of the Government servant

2. Service to which the Govt. servant belongs

3. Post held during the year/Period

4. Date of Birth

5. Educational Qualification

6. Period spent on Leave/Training during the period of report

(1) Kind of Leave

(2) From To

(2) Whether attended?

If not, reasons for not attending

7. Qualification acquired, if any during the period of report

8. Date of filing the Annual Property returns

Signature

Place:

Date:

Name and Designation
PART - II : SELF ASSESSMENT

(To be made by the Government servants reported upon)

1. **Brief description of the duties**

2. A brief self-assessment of the work done by the Govt. servant including the following aspects

   (a) **Objectives set for himself/herself, if any**

   (b) **Objectives achieved**

3. **Constraints, if any**

   "According to his/her own declaration in part-II, Shri/Smt. has not written the Annual Performance Reports all those for whom he/she is the Reporting Authority. He/She has, thus, failed to perform his/her duty as the Reporting Authority."

   **Signature**

   **Name and Designation**
PART - III : REPORT

(To be made by the Reporting Authority)

1. The attention of the Reporting Authority is invited to the fact that:

Nature and quality of output with reference to self assessment
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)

1-A. Targets fixed [Targets shall be specified separately and attached to the Report].

2. Knowledge of sphere of work and skill
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)

3. Attributes covering the following aspects

(a) Attitude towards work
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)

(b) Willingness to assume responsibility
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)

(c) Initiative and planning ability
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)

(d) Zeal and industry
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)

(e) Accuracy
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)

(f) Decision making ability
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)

(g) Communication skill (through words, written & oral)
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)

(h) Inter-personal relation, motivation and team work.
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)

(i) Supervision, Co-ordination and leadership
*(Outstanding/Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average)
Relation with the public

**Integrity**

**(Beyond doubt/Doubtful/Lack of integrity proved in disciplinary/criminal proceedings)**

**Training**

*(Need for training to further improve the effectiveness and capabilities of Govt. servant)*

Whether uses Kannada language in official Work

State of Health

*(Whether generally healthy or not)*

Attendance

*(Whether satisfactory or not)*

General Assessment

*(Outstanding / Very Good / Good / Average/Below Average)*

**Grading**

*(Outstanding / Very Good / Good / Average / Below Average)*

1. (1) (2) Adverse remarks and/or advisory remarks should be indicated as per rule 9 by recording a specific note to that effect immediately below such remarks.

(2) When a Government servant is graded outstanding, the exceptional qualities and performance noticed as well as the grounds for such grading should be indicated.

NOTE: (*) (**) Strike - off whichever is not applicable.

PLACE:

SIGNATURE

DATE:

NAME AND DESIGNATION
PART - IV: REVIEW

(To be made by the Reviewing Authority)

1. Whether self assessment and the report of the Reporting Authority is acceptable?
   If not, give reasons.

2. Remarks of the Reviewing Authority, if any.

   (1) Remarks - 9 वे पंजीकृत अभ्यास तथा ज्ञान की वैश्वीकरण में इन के लिए / यदि उन्नति निर्देश, तो कृपया इस प्रकारः
       वर्णन किया जाए कि यह उन्नति के लिए / यदि उन्नति निर्देश, तो कृपया इस प्रकारः
       वर्णन किया जाए कि यह उन्नति के लिए / यदि उन्नति निर्देश, तो कृपया इस प्रकारः

   (2) अन्य रूप से, उन्नति का निर्देश एवं उपरोक्त निर्देश में वर्णन किया.

   (3) यदि उन्नति के लिए / यदि उन्नति निर्देश, तो कृपया इस प्रकारः
       वर्णन किया जाए कि यह उन्नति के लिए / यदि उन्नति निर्देश, तो कृपया इस प्रकारः

NOTE: - (1) Adverse remarks and/or advisory remarks should be indicated as per rule 9 by recording a specific note to that effect immediately below such remarks.

   (2) When a Government servant is graded outstanding, the exceptional qualities and performance noticed as well as the grounds for such grading should be indicated.

   (3) The Reviewing Authority shall refer to the "Instruction" contained in Part II. In case it is applicable to this case, (that is, the Government servant reported upon in this report is a Reporting Authority and has declared in Part II that he has not written all the Annual Performance Reports), an adverse remark shall be entered accordingly.

PART - V: ACCEPTANCE

(By the Accepting Authority)

1. Remarks on the Whole

   (1) Remarks - 9 वे पंजीकृत अभ्यास तथा ज्ञान की वैश्वीकरण में इन के लिए / यदि उन्नति निर्देश तथा उन्नति के लिए / यदि उन्नति निर्देश, तो कृपया इस प्रकारः

   (2) अन्य रूप से, उन्नति का निर्देश एवं उपरोक्त निर्देश में वर्णन किया.

Note: (1) Adverse remarks and/or advisory remarks should be indicated as per rule 9 by recording a specific note to that effect immediately below such remarks.

(2) When a Government servant is graded outstanding, the exceptional qualities and performance noticed as well as the grounds for such grading should be indicated.

PLACE:

SIGNATURE

DATE:

NAME AND DESIGNATION
### PART VI: COMMUNICATION (IF ANY)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reference No. and date of communication of adverse remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Reference No. and date of communication of advisory remarks, if any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Date on which representation, if any, received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Decision on representation and date of communication to the concerned Govt. servant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Date of having forwarded to the custodian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PLACE: ___________________________**  
**SIGNATURE: ________________________**

**DATE: ___________________________**  
**NAME AND DESIGNATION: ___________________________**